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Quality & Safety First
As an industry leading company, we produce the best products in terms of design as well as quality to our clients at a rate of over
1.5 million units a year. We are committed to making sure all of the thousands of products per week we produce meet the highest
standards for safety and quality.
BrandCharger is among the first to achieve ‘Product Safety Aware’ status in the Promotional Products Association International (PPAI,
UNITED STATES) Product Safety Awareness Program.

A multiple award
winning company
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By winning 31 Industry awards and being
nominated many times around the globe in
10 years we have proven to be a serious player
in the Corporate Gift Industry.
Every award inspires us to be even more eager
to stay ahead and bring our industry beautiful
products.
Supplier award(s):

BEST IN
TECHNOLOGY

BEST IN
TECHNOLOGY

2015

2015

Rated Supplier
2013

A+

Product safety award(s):
New Product Showcase 2011
MOST STAYING POWER

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing
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Clipboard

Clipboard, the laptop utility belt, is the perfect gadget for
modern nomads.
This utility belt straps to your laptop, much like an elastic
bookmark, and allows you to tuck your belongings (Phone,
notebook, pen, pencil, mouse etc.) into its many pockets.
Clipboard even has an integrated foldable laptop stand to
create an ergonomic workspace anywhere!
Size: 31.5 x 23 cm (diagonal 13 inch)

rigami series

5
Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Microsoft Surface Book 15”

Desk organizer
Keep all your
accessories in
place and ready
to use.

Integrated Laptop Stand
Creates a comfortable
viewing angle and
maximum airflow to keep
your laptop cooled.

Grippy Silicone Band
For a quick and
practical attachment
to your laptop.

Designed for 13”-16”
Clipboard’s 13 inch
size is designed to
be used with 13”-16”
computers.

Ascend

Ascend laptop stand is designed to create your perfect
workspace anywhere and is developed by taking
ergonomics into account!
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rigami series
How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing

Laptops have given us the flexibility to work anywhere and everywhere but
this way of working can hamper our wellbeing and cause discomfort to joints
and shoulders and lead to neck pains and improper postures like a hunched
back. With Ascend, a design methodology is in place that optimizes
comfort, well-being and overall physical performance.
Ascend is lightweight, foldable and portable: the perfect work from
anywhere companion!
By rising your laptop by 14 cm (5.5 inch) Ascend help alleviate neck, arm,
and shoulder pain. This 110 gram (3.8 oz) light-weight stand is the ultimate
gadget that should come with every laptop.

Heat control
The hollowed-out ventilation design
enhances air circulation and solves
the problem of heat dissipation of
your laptop.

Ergonomic
Ascend lifts your laptop by 14 cm (5.5
inch) for a comfortable viewing angle
that improves your body posture.

Foldable design
Ascend is designed to be
lightweight, stable and portable.

Cable organiser
Organise your cables and keep
your workspace tidy and clean

Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Product size closed: 30 x 14 cm ( 11.8 x 5.5 inch)
Weight: 110 gram (3.8 oz)
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Ascend Mini

Ascend Mini phone and tablet stand is designed to create your
perfect workspace anywhere.
The unique magnetic fold closure design makes Ascend mini the
most portable and practical stand for your phone or tablet. Whether
you are at the office, home office, kitchen table or outside in a park.

rigami series
How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing

Foldable design
Ascend Mini is designed to
be lightweight, stable and
portable.

This smart gadget should always be in your bag.
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Size closed: 11.5 x 11.5 cm (4.5 x 4.5 inch)
Weight: 20 gram (0.7 oz)
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Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Phone holder
Designed to hold any
smartphone.

Tablet holder
Holds tablets up to 13
inch. Example: Ipad Pro,
Surface Pro etc.

Cable organiser
Organise your cables and
keep your workspace tidy.

Evopad

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing

rigami series

Reinvent your workspace with Evopad!
This multi-function portable desktop tool is a Mouse Pad,
Phone Holder and Pen Holder.
Whether you are working at the office, from home or at a
coffeeshop, Evopad makes sure your
workspace will be organised wherever that might be.
Welcome to the world of a cleaner and tidier workspace.
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Size closed: 22 x 23.8 x 4.5 cm (8.7 x 9.4 x 1.8 inch)
Weight: 145 gram (5 oz)

Portable
Ultra-slim and easy to carry on the go.

Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Mouse Pad
Soft touch PU surface
allows precise mouse
movement for work or
gaming.

Phone holder
Place your phone to
have a good viewing
angle for convenience.

Pen Holders
Store up to 4 pens /
pencils and keep your
workspace tidy

Foldable & Portable
Ultra-slim and easy to
carry on the go.
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Evopad Charge

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing

rigami series

Reinvent your workspace with Evopad Charge!
This multi-function portable desktop tool doubles as a
15W Fast Wireless Charger, Mouse Pad, Phone Holder and Pen Holder.
Whether you are working at the office, from home or at a
coffeeshop, Evopad Charge makes sure your workspace
will be organised wherever that might be.
Welcome to the world of a cleaner and tidier workspace.

Portable
Ultra-slim and easy to carry on the go.
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Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Size closed: 29 x 23.8 x 0.7 cm (11.4 x 9.4 x 0.3 inch)
Weight (including packaging and accessories: 442 gram (15.6 oz)

Mouse Pad
Soft touch PU
surface allows
precise mouse
movement for
work or gaming.

Phone holder
Place your
phone to have
a good viewing
angle for
convenience.

Pen Holders
Store up to 4
pens / pencils
and keep your
workspace tidy.

Wireless charger
15W fast charge,
compatible with
all Qi-enabled
devices.

Foldable
Ultra-slim and easy to
carry on the go.
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Cabledock

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the body
by UV / pad printing

Get your cables organised!
Do you feel tired of all that clutter and messy cables and cords around your
desk, TV, computer or cell phone? If you are looking for a simple, neat and
tidy method to declutter, Cabledock will help you stay organised.

rigami series

Compatible with all charging and peripheral cables up to 6mm
Size closed: 12 x 3.3 cm ( 4.7 x 1.3 inch)
Weight: 7 gram (0.25 oz)
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Retail style packaging
Polybag with printed instructions
for clean look.

Foldable
Fold the Cabledock flat when
not used to create a flat profile to
maintain a tidy look.

5 cable slots
Holds up to 5 cables in place of
up to 6mm thickness.

3M adhesive
Can be fixed on any
clean and smooth
surfaces with its
adhesive layer.

Styllo

The mightiest pen you can wish for.
Styllo allows users to transition seamlessly from digital to analog.
An easy twist transform your Styllo from a smooth rollerball pen tip for
writing on paper into a capacitive mesh stylus tip for touchscreen use
or a precision disk stylus for creative professionals.

Captive mesh stylus
The durable mesh tip provides a smudgefree writing and drawing experience that
will last and last. With no connection or
batteries required, Mark is ready to go
right out of the box.

Precision disk stylus
The precision disc not only creates a
precise contact point with the screen
to write exactly where you place it, but
also has been engineered into one
piece for added stability for the creative
professionals.

Smooth rollerball pen
Simple and practical, Styllo’s rollerball
pen offer a convenience for daily use.
The refillable, long life rollerball pen
provides you a writing experience with
reassurance, fairness and robustness.

The solid aluminum body is built for portability with a
professional appeal.
16 Styllo works on all touchscreen devices and is always ready to go.
No batteries required.
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Size: 155 x 9 mm
Logo Size: 45 x 5 mm

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on the aluminium surface with
high precision laser.

Packaging
Black paper box with
product in paper tray

Styllo2

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on the aluminium
surface with high precision laser.

The mightiest pen you can wish for just became better!
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Smooth rollerball pen
Simple and practical, Styllo’s rollerball pen offer
a convenience for daily use.
The refillable, long life ballpen provides you a
writing experience with reassurance, fairness
and robustness.

Styllo 2 allows users to transition seamlessly from analog to the
digital age.
An easy twist transforms your Styllo 2 from a smooth rollerball
pen tip for writing on paper into a capacitive mesh stylus tip
for touchscreen use or a precision disk stylus for creative
professionals.
The solid aluminum body with a laser cut clip is not only stylish, it
is built for portability with a professional appeal.
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Styllo 2 is compatible with all touchscreen devices and is always
ready to go. No batteries required.
Size: 162 x 9 mm

Logo Size: 45 x 5 mm

Magnet Cap
Made from aluminum, this magnetic cap is
self- aligning which gives it a perfect grip.

Packaging
Black paper box with
product in paper tray

Precision disk stylus
The precision disc not only creates a precise
contact point with the screen to write exactly
where you place it, but also has been
engineered into one piece for added stability
for the creative professionals.

Aluminum Unibody
Sleek, minimalist and crafted with unibody
design. Precision machined from a single
block of solid aluminum.

Captive mesh stylus
The durable mesh tip provides a smudge-free
writing and drawing experience that will last and
last. With no connection or batteries required,
Mark is ready to go right out of the box.

Easy stay and get
Stylish laser cut clip that holds your pen in
your shirt pocket, the clip is contoured for
easy handling.

Picasso

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface
with high precision laser.

Aluminium

ECO bamboo

Inkless
This new type of pen will never let you fall
into the trap of ink shortage.

Carbon fiber tip
Never needs sharpening, tip lays down a
grey line that won’t smudge or erase.

Eco Green
Writes up to 15,000 meters.
Write and draw endlessly.

Made of Aluminium
Precision machined
from a single block of
solid aluminum.

Picasso, a writing instrument that won’t run out of ink. The pen
has a carbon fiber tip that never needs sharpening and can write
up to 15,000 meters. It’s an amazing gift for artists or doodlers!
It won’t smudge and can be used upside down or under extreme
conditions. Its body is precision machined from a single block of
aluminum giving Picasso it’s sleek appearance. Say no to ink!
With Picasso you may never need to buy another pen again.
20
Size: 165 x 9 mm

Logo Size: 100 x 7 mm

Packaging
Black paper box with
product in paper tray

Made of Bamboo
Eco friendly, fast
growing and
sustainable material.
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Alumina

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Optimized Tracking Surface
Alumina’s entire surface has a
lab-developed microscopic texture
that delivers the most consistently
accurate sensor readings.

Alumina is constructed from a single sheet of aircraftgrade aluminum, stamped flat and smoothened for
an unhindered glide. At the same time, the molecular
rebonding from the machining process creates a
highly rigid structure for maximum durability. It is then
sand-blasted for a texture that further aids tracking
precision and provides a great feel under your hand as
you swipe.
22

Product size: 22 x 18 cm

Protective Chamfer Design
Ultra-thin material with smooth chamfer
triple polished edge for superior feel and
style complementing your computer,
laptop and desk.

Envelop packaging
Minimalistic envelop design using black
craft carton and specs printed in silver.

Diamond shape rubber base
Alumina’s diamond pattern rubberised
base provides a firm grip, ensuring the
mouse pad stays securely in place and
protecting your desktop from scratches.
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Phantom

How to brand?
Your logo printed on epoxy doming
Optional: leatherette /aluminium tag

1

2

3

4

Reflective details for
personal safety

Water & stain repellent
shock absorbing shell

Waterproof zipper

USB charging port to
charge your devices

The Smartest Backpack is made out of high quality
water resistant fabrics and has reflective details for
your safety at night.
Every day pick pocket incidents occur worldwide.
Never worry again about this happening to you with
Phantom, the most functional anti-theft backpack!

24

5

6

7

8

Simply click your zippers into the integrated TSA lock
to lock your bag and your valuables will be safe.
You can even attach your bag to any object using the
lug lock.
Phantom has many practical hidden pockets bringing
you convenience during your daily commute. Whilst
in the interior you can find padded compartments
for a 15.6” laptop, tablet up to 10” and all your other
belongings.

25
Packaging
Printed PP Bag

TSA lock to safekeep your belongings

Attach your bag
around any object

Buckle with integrated bottle opener

Retractable
side-pockets

9
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11
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Hidden anti theft
compartments

Convenient card
compartment

Functional inner
compartments

Padded back for great
comfort + trolley strap

Product size: 410 x 310 x 120 mm
Logo Size: 47 x 27 mm

Phantom Lite

How to brand?
Your logo printed on
epoxy doming

Sleek lightweight design, built for the daily commute.

Reflective details for
personal safety

Phantom Lite is your perfect travel companion when finding your
way through the city. Made off BrandCharger’s highly resilient and
felixible Touring Fabric, this bag is water and stain repellent.
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Phantom Lite is designed to make your commutes and travles
more comfortable. The subtle reflective details and smart storage
system keeps you and your belongings safe. In the interior you
can find a padded compartment for a 15.6” laptop and handy
pockets for all your belongings. The integrated USB-port offers
you a convenient way to charge your phone while on the go.
Product size: 410 x 310 x 120 mm
Logo Size: 47 x 27 mm

Water and stain repellent

USB charging port to
charge your devices
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Packaging
Printed PP Bag

Hidden anti theft
compartments

Padded walls offers
protection for your
accessories.

Padded back for
great comfort +
trolley strap

Smart anti-theft zipper cover design

Functional inner
compartments

How to brand?
Your logo printed on
epoxy doming

Maximum protection
With a padding of 1 cm
thick on each side, Marco
Polo makes sure your
belongings are protected
against shocks or drops.

Trolley strap

Unzip to transform into Travel
Essentials Organiser

28

Marco Polo

USB Charging port

Anti theft pocket

The ultimate backpack for all your trips and travels.
Simply stated, the Marco Polo is the best two-in-one backpack there is today.
Simplify packing and transport your clothes in the best possible package with the
bag that converts from a backpack to a garment organiser by just unzipping it.

Unzip and store flat

Designed with BrandCharger’s highly resilient and flexible Touring Fabric, this
bag is also water resistant, making sure you arrive in style no matter where your
travels take you. Spacious enough for 1 complete outfit, shoes and all other travel
essentials, this backpack is perfect for a weekend getaway or business trip.

Water and dirt repellant

Marco Polo has many practical hidden pockets bringing you convenience during
your daily commute. Whilst in the interior you can find padded compartments for a
15.6” laptop and all your other belongings.
Product size: 300 x 180 x 450 mm
Logo Size: 47 x 27 mm

Reflective details

- Toiletries
- 15.6 inch laptop
- sweater
- shirts
- socks
- underwear
- jeans
- shoes
- tech items
- etc.
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Crosspack

Sling/hip bag
Wear Crosspack as a belt
bag, cross-body or over
the shoulder for a cool and
stylish look.

Crosspack, anti theft sling/hip bag.
Designed for modern nomads, with a durable urban-inspired aesthetic combined
with everyday functionality. Versatility is at the heart of Crosspack from tough
padded construction fortified by cut resistent Cordura® Fabric that keeps your
belongings secure on any trip. Furthermore, organisation is taken to the next level
with a number of smart pockets, incorporation of RFID bag security and comfort
points for a premium carrying experience.
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Now you can stop watching your bag and look up to see the world in front of you.
Our built-in 3-Point Anti-Theft security buckle will protect your valuables from
pickpockets and thieves.
Crosspack uses slash-resistant Cordura® Fabric on all 4 sides and the bottom
body panels, a slash-resistant wire reinforced strap, a hidden zipper; and a RFID
blocking organizer.
Packs your belongings with peace of mind.
Size: 280 x 90 x 160 mm

Hidden Zipper
You can’t open what you can’t
see. Prevent from thieves
opening your bag.

Side positioned buckle
Easy for you to open/close. Hard
for thieves to open unnoticed.

Smart Storage
Functional inner compartments,
big enough to bring a bottle of
water & umbrella.

Cordura® Fabric
CORDURA® fabrics are made with
high tenacity nylon 6,6 filament
yarns and offer enhanced tear,
abrasion and cut resistance.

Shockproof padding
With a padding of 10 mm
(0.4 inch) thick, Crosspack
makes sure your belongings are
protected against shocks and
drops.

Wire reinforced belt
The slash-resistant wire
reinforced strap prevents thieves
from “cut and run”.

3-point-anti-theft-buckle
Semi hidden and 3 point
opening mechanism prevents
thieves from steeling your bag.

RFID compartment
The hidden RFID compartment
prevent skimmers from receiving
a signal from your documents
or cards.

Logo Size: 46.5 X 26.5 mm

How to brand?
Your logo with epoxy doming or laser engraving on metal plate.
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How to brand?
Your logo with epoxy doming or
Pad printed on PU leather surface

Water & dirt repellent

Maximum protection
With a padding of 1 cm thick
on each side, Specter makes
sure your laptop is protected
against shocks or drops.

Supersoft lining
Thick delicate inner lining to
protect your delicate laptop

32
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Specter

Specter is a minimalist yet cool laptop bag, with high quality materials and sleek, professional design. The
exterior of the bag is covered in tech grey textured water and stain repellent 600D polyester, for a lightweight,
modern feel.
Inside, you’ll find a padded pocket for your laptop and anything else you need to bring to the meeting. There’s
also a outside pocket and a hidden compartment for storing anything you need to access quickly and easily.
Size: 390 x 270 x 35 mm

Logo Size: 46.5 x 26.5 mm

*Apple MacBook Pro 15” touch bar in image

Packaging
Printed PP bag
Hidden Pocket
Store your:
- Phone
- Pens
- Powerbank
- Cable
- etc.

Specter
Workspace

How to brand?
Your logo with epoxy doming or
Pad printed on PU leather surface

Ultimate ‘Anywhere’ Workstation Bag!
Work whenever and wherever you see fit
with the Specter Workspace Laptop Bag.
Loaded with handy compartments, convenient
features, and exceptionally modern design, this
bag is like taking your office on the go without
34 the bulk.
The Specter Workspace Bag is designed
with remote workers and digital nomads in
mind. The bag opens completely to reveal a
full workstation that’s perfect for your laptop or
tablet. The bag has a unique folding design to
turn into an ergonomic workstation. There’s a
spot for everything including your smartphone,
wallet, business cards, documents, pens and
more.
Size: 380 x 260 x 20 mm
Logo size: 46.5 x 26.5 mm

Packaging
Printed PP bag

Sleek Fold Design
Stylish and practical
design.Unfold the Specter
Workspace to transform into
the ultimate workstation.

Privacy
Create your own personal
workspace in a public area.
E.g. the coffee shop or on
the train.

Smart Storage
Functional inner
compartments for: laptop,
documents, pens, business
cards etc.

BrandCharger touring fabric
Designed with BrandCharger’s
highly resilient and flexible
Touring Fabric this bag is also
water and dirt repellant.

*Apple Macbook Pro 16” in image

Adjustable laptop stand
Height adjustable laptop
stand raises screen for a
comfortable viewing angle
and maximum airflow to
keep your laptop cooled.

Non- slip rubber
Provides stability and
protects your laptop from
slipping.

Designed for 15”-16”
With the newest laptop
standard in mind, Specter
Workspace fits up to a 16”
Laptops, including the all
new 16” Macbook Pro.
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Folio Pro

How to brand?

Your logo with epoxy doming or
laser engraving on metal plate.

Adjustable interior
Depending on your particular
needs, the interior can be adjusted

Multi-function pockets
Unique organisation makes it simple to keep everything in place
and ready for use with minimum fuss.

Touring Fabric
Water & dirt repellant

Its functional yet minimalist design makes Folio Pro the ideal, on-the-move
companion, perfect for keeping all your tech accessories neat and organized.
Use this universal tech organiser for storing and protecting all your every
day carry valuables, small electronics, power cords, adapters, chargers,
earphones, memory cards, etc.
Folio Pro has a shockproof padded interior that provides secure storage
space, while preventing scuffs and scratches.
Depending on your particular needs, the interior compartments can be hand
adjusted, while the stretchable mesh straps keep all of your items neatly
36
arranged and conveniently available at a glance.

Size: 205 x 145 x 70 mm

Logo Size: 46.5 X 26.5 mm

Shock proof
Padded walls offers
excellent protection for your
accessories.

Mesh pocket
For storing multiple
sizes of USB drives,
batteries etc.

Zipper pocket
Elastic loops
For storing
11 elastic loops for
keeping your cables, passport, wallet etc.
chargers, pens etc.
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How to brand?
Your logo with epoxy doming or
Pad printed on PU leather surface

Water repellent and dirt repellent

Multi-size pockets
Unique organisation makes it simple to keep everything
in place and ready for use with minimum fuss.
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Folio

39

Folio is The ultimate companion to keep your digital and the increasing number
of tech items we carry on daily basis organised. And fits your must have travel
accessories as well.
Easily tuck in your purse, backpack, laptop case, briefcase, or suitcase.
It’s crafted from premium water and stain repellent 600D Polyester.
The practical design provides great flexibility for organising your accessories:
- 6 elastic loops for cables, pens, brushes and tools, etc.
- 3 mesh pockets for USB, SD card, SIM card or other small items
- 2 open pockets for charger, mouse, power adapter etc.
Size: 245 x 120 x 20 mm

Logo Size: 46.5 x 26.5 mm

Packaging
Printed PP bag

Smart-flex design
The smart elastic closing
band makes it possible to
even store your bulky items.

Wally Series

Wally

Wally Carta

Wally Porto

Wally is a secure (credit) card holder for the minimalists. It offers room
for up to 6 cards and has integrated RFID protection technology to keep
your cards and personal information safe.
No more bending and breaking. Wally’s aluminium foundation protects
your cards while remaining small enough to fit in any pocket. With digital
payment technologies like Paywave, Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Wechat
Pay taken by storm, this is the only wallet you will need in the near
future!

Vegan suede

Aluminium

Vegan suede

40 Product dimensions (W x H x D): 106 x 62 x 8 mm
Print Area: 90 x 45 mm
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Card Ejecting Trigger
Simply pull the trigger
and your cards will
eject for easy access.
Up to 6 cards
Hold cards (85 x 55 mm):
smart cards, bank cards,
ID cards etc.

RFID Blocking
Keeps your cards protected from
RF readers or mobile apps capable of
electronic theft/skimming.

Card Ejecting Trigger
Simply pull the trigger and
your cards will eject for
easy access.

Craft carton box
paper box with spec

Up to 7 cards
Hold cards (85
x 55 mm): smart
cards, bank
cards, ID cards
etc.

Cash strap
The slimmest
solution
to secure your
cash.

Card Ejecting
Trigger
Simply pull the
trigger and your
cards will eject for
easy access.

Luxury packaging

Rigid black craft carton
with product in soft
foam insert

Up to 9 cards
Hold cards (85
x 55 mm): smart
cards, bank
cards, ID cards
etc.

Cash strap
The slimmest
solution to
secure your
cash.

Card Ejecting
Trigger
Simply pull the
trigger and your
cards will eject for
easy access.

Luxury packaging

Rigid black craft carton
with product in soft
foam insert

Fusion

Share your favourite music with your friends on the road and stay charged as well!
Fusion Bluetooth speaker delivers high quality music playback, creating an unforgettable experience for you and friends.

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the front
panel with screenprint or
pad-print

Premium Finish,
Aluminium Foundation

On a business trip? The built in microphone offers a impeccable conference call experience for corporate warriors.
And don’t worry about running low on your phone or tablet’s battery, Fusion’s built in 6000 mAh powerbank keeps your
devices charged while on the go.

Wireless Speaker
Output power: 5W
Ambient Harmonics TechnologyTM
Full, natural sound with
incredible clarity and volume
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Built-in microphone for hands-free
phone/conference calls

Playtime > 16 hours

Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth CSR 4.0 A2DP V1.2 AVRCP/HFP

Powerbank
6000 mAh power capacity, Grade-A,
Li-Poly, 500+ battery charge cycles
USB

2100 mA output

charger

Max safety x 4: over-current,
over-charge, over-discharge &
short circuit protection

Product dimensions (W x H x D): 146 x 81 x 27 mm
Print Area: 25 x 25 mm

Luxury packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in soft foam insert

1 year
warranty

1 Year warranty
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Beautiful from every angle.
How to brand?
Your logo engraved on the
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Nano Pro
44

10 WATT

World’s slimmest wireless speaker just went Pro.
Designed in carefully crafted aluminium and finished off with vegan suede, Nano Pro is
beautiful from every angle.

Packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in clamshell insert

10 Watt! driver
architecture
Nano Pro delivers
high quality music
playback, creating
an unforgettable
sound experience.

Equipped with a powerful 10 Watt driver architecture Nano Pro delivers high quality music
playback, creating an unforgettable sound experience.

Ambient Harmonics TechnologyTM
10 Watt, powerful driver architecture

Play time up to 4 Hours

Nano technology,
small size big sound

Built-in microphone for
hands free phone calls

TWS - connect 2 units for
stereo Left and Right channel

Product dimensions: 124 x 47 x 20 mm

Print Area: 90 x 8 mm
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Truly portable
Nano Pro is so small
and thin that it fits in
every pocket.
Only 124 x 47 x 20
mm (4.8 x 1.8 x 0.8
inch)

As well as providing powerful sound in its own right, Nano Pro is designed with TWS
stereo pairing in mind. Connect to another Nano Pro for stereo sound - ideal for large
parties or gatherings at home or outside.
Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 5.1

TWS
Connect 2 units
together and play
true right & left
channel audio,

Aluminium & Vegan Suede
No attention-to-detail has been spared –
from the lineup of premium materials utilized
by master craftsmanship to the chic, urban
styling of its sublime, unibody design.

Carrying cord
With the carrying
cord you can carry
around Nano Pro
wherever you want.

Nano Lite

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on the
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Experience a world of music in the palm
of your hand.

Premium Finish,
Aluminium Foundation

Our NANO Lite wireless speaker delivers
high quality music playback and with
its built in microphone also offers an
impeccable conference call experience.
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2W, dual speaker system
Nano technology, small
size, yet big sound

Product size: 91 x 47 x 20 mm
Print Area: 70 x 8 mm

Built-in microphone for handsfree phone calls
Playtime > 4 hours

Packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in clamshell insert

Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 4.2

Carrying cord
Nano Lite’s carrying
cord can be attached to
the included Lanyard,
so that you can carry
around Nano Lite
wherever you want
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Soundstream

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Make your own stereo system at home with a pair of
Soundstream Wireless Speakers with TWS (True Wireless
Stereo).
TWS Technology enables you to use two speakers pairing via
Bluetooth to form a wireless left channel and right channel to
deliver true stereo sound effect.

True Wireless Stereo

TWS - True Wireless Stereo
Soundstream has the ability to
connect 2 units together and play true
right channel / left channel audio, for
an amazing wireless stereo sound
experience!

No wires, hassle free, just enjoy your music anywhere!
Housing a 40 mm audio driver in its compact frame, you will
experience a crisp and clear treble while listening to your favourite
48 music in style. Its built-in microphone frees your hands while
chatting to friends and loved ones!

40 mm driver, Bluetooth 5.0 (TWS)
Sound beyond size!

Product size: 63 x 60 (diameter) mm
Print Area: 25 x 25 mm
Packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in paper insert

Aluminium foundation
No attention-to-detail has been spared –
from the lineup of premium materials utilized
by master craftsmanship to the chic, urban
styling of its sublime, uni-body design.

TWS True Wireless Stereo
2 x 3W, speaker system
Ambient Harmonics Technology tm
Built-in microphone for
hands-free phone calls
Playtime > 4 hours
Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 5.0

Single unit

TWS Stereo Kit

Soundstream can be used and is also available as a single mono unit.
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Aurora

Bring the party wherever you go! Aurora creates the
perfect ambience for a fun evening on the patio, in the
garden, on the beach or anywhere else you like to listen
to your music.
This portable wireless speaker with LED mood-light,
enables you to play your music anywhere via your
smartphone or tablet.
With the Integrated LED mood-light you can choose
from many light effects to create the perfect mood for
50 every occasion. Use the remote to control the moodlight: flash to the beat of the music, your favourite single
colour or changing colour!

How to brand?
Your logo embossed on the handle
or on front by UV / pad printing

Carrying handle
The comfortable
carrying handle ensures
comfortable grip and
makes it super easy to
take Aurora with you
wherever you go.

Super powerful
immersive sound
Aurora’s dual speaker
architecture features
powerful, immersive
sound. But it’s also
carefully balanced and
perfectly clear.

True Wireless Stereo
Aurora has the ability to
connect 2 units together
and play true right channel
/ left channel audio, for
an amazing wireless
stereo room-filling sound
experience!

360o Mood Light
Aurora’s customizable 360° mood-light sets the atmosphere
by bringing your favorite songs to life.

The comfortable carrying handle ensures plenty of
grip and makes it super easy to take Aurora with you
wherever you go.
Product dimensions: 220 x 200 x 225mm Weight: 1.45 kg

Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 5.0

Ambient Harmonics TechnologyTM
Full, natural sound with incredible
clarity and volume

Play time up to 8 Hours

Integrated LED
mood- Light

Wireless speaker works with:
tablets, smartphones, computers

2 x 5W, powerful
immersive speaker system
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How to brand?
Your logo printed on the front
panel with screenprint or
pad-print

Active Noise Cancellation
Tuned to eliminate external sound while
preserving nuance and detail.

Touch Control / Mic
Intuitive touch activated music
controls & built in microphone
for handsfree calling.
IPX4 Splash Proof
Designed for all weather
conditions.
True Wireless Technology
For exceptionally stable
connections with both iOS and
Android devices.

Aria T6S Pro

52 Equipped with the latest Active Noise Cancelling
(ANC) technology, Aria T6S PRO is the ultimate true
wireless sound experience to see you through your
daily commute.
Featuring BrandCharger’s Ambient Harmonics
Signature Sound, these lightweight earbuds
produce an uncompromised sound quality
combined with a secure and comfortable fit.
The intuitive touch activated music controls and
integrated microphone make Aria T6S PRO your
perfect companion for listening to music and
picking up calls on the go.
Product size (case) : 64.3 x 39.9 x 24.9 mm
Logo size : 50 x 11 mm

Playtime
Music: up to 4 hours
Talk time: up to 4 hours

Luxury packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in soft foam insert

Charge on the go
The charging case has been
designed so you can easily
take them with you and
charge them on the go for a
total of 20 hours playtime.

Ergonomic design
Designed to fit snugly in your
ear. Comes with a choice
of ear tips creating a near
perfect, protective grip in the
ear that is ideal for exercise or
life on the go.

Premium materials
The premium and luxurious
materials are carefully
selected for comfort, fit and
style.
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Aria T3S

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the front
panel with screenprint or
pad-print

With up to 5 hours playtime Aria T3S is the ultimate
wireless sound experience to see you through your daily
commute and your sports activities.

Ambient Harmonicstm
Technology: full, natural sound
with incredible clarity and volume

True Wireless Stereo Technology

Featuring BrandCharger’s Ambient Harmonics
Signature Sound, these lightweight earbuds produce an
uncompromised sound quality combined with a secure
comfortable fit.

Control panel / Mic
Intuitive touch activated
music controls & built
in microphone for
handsfree calling.

The intuitive touch activated music controls and integrated
microphone make Aria T3S your perfect companion for
listening to music and picking up calls on the go.
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9 mm high dynamic drivers

A perfect fit
Aria T3S comes with a
choice of rugged and
breathable ear-tips to create
a near perfect grip in the ear
that is ideal for exercise or
life on the go.

Playtime > 5 hours
Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth V5.0
Siri enabled
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Looking for the nearest restaurant for a quick snack?
Activate Siri (iPhone only).

Premium materials
The premium and luxurious
materials are carefully selected for
comfort, fit and style.

Luxury packaging
Rigid black craft carton with
product in soft foam insert

Charge on the go
Aria T3S charging
case has been
designed so you
can easily take them
with you and charge
them on the go for an
additional 12 hours

Product dimensions (W x H x D): 65 x 33 x 25 mm
Print Area: 50 x 11 mm

Built-in microphone for
hands-free phone calls

Powerbank series

Powerbank XL 10,000 mAh

Your logo engraved on aluminium
surface with high precision laser.

Aluminium Unibody
Its high quality aluminium unibody design and
ultra fine satin finish makes PowerTube stand
out from other offerings in the market!

Aluminium Unibody
Its high quality aluminium unibody
design and ultra fine satin finish
makes PowerTube stand out from
other offerings in the market!

Talk, play and browse longer than ever with these sleek unibody,
buttonless, design BrandCharger powerbank series.
Powerbank (5000 mAh) & Powerbank XL (10,000 mAh) have the footprint
of a credit card and enough power to add two till up to four additional
charges on your smartphone.
Equipped with USB-A and USB Type-C power ports you can charge
multiple devices, while the Powerbank XL model can even charge your
macbook with it’s 18W PD power output!
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Powerbank 5,000 mAh

How to brand?

Thin and compact design
Just 1.3 cm thick and a tat bigger than a creditcard

Powerbank
Product dimensions (W x H x D): 95 x 63 x 13.5 mm
Print Area: 50 x 40 mm
*18W USB-C power output can charge Apple Macbook

Powerbank XL
Product dimensions (W x H x D): 99 x 63 x 23 mm
Print Area: 50 x 40 mm

High-output Charging
Type-C and USA 2.1A output and smart
adaptive charging technology identify your
connected device and always deliver the
fastest, most efficient charging speeds
available.

Packaging

Black paper box with
product in clamshell

Digital power meter
Shake to activate

Smart Performance Engine
Charge your mobile device
with minimum power loss &
temperature control
Ultimate safety
Max safety x 4: over-current,
over-charge, over-discharge &
short circuit protection

High-output Charging
Type-C 18W power delivery + USB-A
3.0A output and smart adaptive charging
technology identifies your connected
macbook* or other devices and always
deliver the fastest, most efficient charging
speeds available.
Digital power meter
Shake to activate

Smart Performance Engine
Charge your mobile device
with minimum power loss &
temperature control
Ultimate safety
Max safety x 4: over-current,
over-charge, over-discharge &
short circuit protection
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Classic

Bulb

The LED illuminated ring brings your brand the attention it deserves.

The LED illuminated logo display brings your brand the attention it
deserves.

Available in: economic 1000 mA and hi-power 2100 mA double USB
power output.

With its hi-power double USB port 2100 mA power output you can
easily charge two high power demanding devices like tablets at once.
Size: 35 x 75 x 15 mm
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Size: 70 x 30 x 25 mm Logo Size: 25 x 18 mm (oval shape)

Logo Size: 25 mm (round shape)

Illuminated Logo Display
The LED illuminated logo
display brings your brand the
attention it deserves.

2x
charger

How to brand?
Your logo printed on
the front panel with
epoxy doming

universal

1 year
warranty

Double USB 2100 mA
power output

Illuminated Logo Display
The LED illuminated logo
display brings your brand the
attention it deserves.

2x
charger

Double USB
1000 or 2100 mA
power output

Safety x 2:
Fuse & IC chip protection

Safety x 2:
Fuse & IC chip protection

LED illuminated logo display

LED illuminated logo ring

Universal 12v-24v
plug for any car

1 Year warranty

How to brand?
Your logo printed on
the front panel with
epoxy doming

universal

1 year
warranty

Universal 12v-24v
plug for any car

1 Year warranty
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Powerwave

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the front
panel with screenprint or
pad-print

Powerwave delivers wireless charging up to 15W for fastcharging speeds to Qi-enabled smartphones on slight
contact, and since it’s optimized for Apple and Samsung
Fast Charge, you’ll always get the quickest wireless charge
available!

Aluminium foundation, Premium finish

The rubberised ring holds your phone securely in place
while charging, and with the included cable you can start
charging right out of the box.
60 Size: 100 x 10 mm

Compatible with Qi wireless charging
standards
Designed to work seamlessly with the
latest Qi technology, Powerwave delivers
a safe, reliable 15W charge to Qi-enabled
smartphones. Just place your phone on the
non-slip surface and charging begins on
contact.

Logo Size: 50 x 50 mm (round shape)

Packaging
Black paper box with
product in soft foam insert

Ultimate safety
You can feel secure leaving your phone
on Powerwave. Fail-safe circuitry prevents
over-charging and controls temperature to
prevent overheating. The low standby current
ensures minimal power draw when the pad
is idle.
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How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

24 magnetic precision bits
Made of durable S2 steel, hardness: HRC
58-62
Phillips: PH000 PH00 PH0 PH1
Slotted: 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 ,3.0, 3.5, 4.0
Torx: T2 T3 T4
Torx Security: T5H T6H T7H T8H T9H
T10H T15H T20H
Pentalobe: P2
Tri wing: Y0.6
Aluminium alloy handle
Anodized special anti-slip treatment
rotating cap design.
Aluminium spring-loaded storage box.
Just a push in and it pops open to reveal
the premium kit. The bits are held in place
by the magnetic base of the storage box
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Everybit
The ultimate high-performance precision bit kit includes essential parts for repairing
smartphones, tablets, and PCs including iPhone, iPad, MacBook Air, and MacBook Pro,
as well as gaming consoles and controllers from Nintendo, PlayStation, or XBox.
Size: 166 x 65 x 16 mm
Print Area: 155 x 55 mm

Packaging
Black paper box
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Everybit Lite

How to brand?

Your logo printed on surface

This durable precision bit kit includes essential
parts for repairing smartphones, tablets, and PCs
including iPhone, iPad, MacBook Air, and MacBook
Pro, as well as gaming consoles and controllers from
Nintendo, PlayStation, or XBox.

24 magnetic precision bits
Made of durable CRV steel, hardness: HRC
52-56
Phillips: PH000 PH00 PH0 PH1
Slotted: 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 ,3.0, 3.5, 4.0
Torx: T2 T3 T4
Torx Security: T5H T6H T7H T8H T9H
T10H T15H T20H
Pentalobe: P2
Tri wing: Y0.6

Size: 158.5 x 68 x 17 mm
Logo Size: 55 x 155 mm

Aluminum alloy handle
Anodized special anti-slip treatment rotating
cap design.
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Practical ABS sliding box.
The bits are held in place by the magnetic base
of the storage box.

Packaging
Black paper box
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Kee

Product size: 73 x 30 x 2.5 mm
Logo Size : 20 x 10 mm

YOUR
LOGO

Made of hardended martensitic stainless steel 2CR13, the sleek Key
shape multi-tool features 12 tools that do everything from tighten bolts
and screws to open a bottle of refreshment, all in a sleek key design that
can be attached to a keychain making it convenient to carry.

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Hardended martensitic stainless steel 2cr13

12 Tools in a key design
Made of durable hardened martensitic stainless steel 2cr13
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Packaging

Black paper box

- Bike Spoke wrench
- Spanners 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 10
- Bottle opener
- Philips screwdriver
- Flat screwdriver
- WIre bender
- Ruler centimeters
- Ruler inch
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How to brand?
Your logo laser on the front panel

Hardended martensitic stainless steel 420
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Twist

Made of hardended martensitic stainless steel 420, the sleek Twist
Multi-tool features 8 tools that do everything from tighten bolts and
screws to open a bottle of refreshment, all in a simple twist design
that fits in the palm of your hand.
Product size: 70 x 38 x 9 mm
Logo Size (laser engraving): 30 x 8 mm

Packaging
Black paper box with
product in soft foam insert

8 Tools in a twist design
Made of durable hardened
martensitic stainless steel 420
- Wire cutter
- Bike Spoke wrench
- Spanners 5.5 / 7 / 8 / 10 / 12
- Key Chain
- Bottle opener
- Carabiner hook
- Philips screwdriver
- Flat screwdriver
- Ruler

Keyper

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on surface
with high precision laser.

Keep your keys organized, quiet and comfortable to carry!
The Keyper is the perfect example of a of a multifunctional gadget you didn’t know you needed, but don’t want to be without.

Universal
Will fit almost any key

Easy organise your keys without the rattling and jingling of your keys in your pocket, just flip out the key you need. Made of
hardened martensitic stainless steel 420, this sturdy and durable keyholder also features 6 functions that do everything from
tighten bolts, measuring (cm and inch), phone stand and open a bottle of refreshment. It’s the perfect gadget for daily use.
70

Say goodbye to bulky and noisy keys in your pocket.
Size: 76 x 20 x 8 mm

Key Organizer
Hold up to 8 keys

Logo Size: 39 x 9 mm
Packaging
Black paper box with
product in soft foam insert

Phone stand
Watch videos at the
perfect angle

Ruler
Handy measurement tool
in cm and inch

Spanners
Size: 5.5, 8 & 10

Bottle opener
Open bottle of refreshment

Loop ring
To attach car remote,
bulky items etc.
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Ranger

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on aluminium
surface with high precision laser.

Ranger is an everyday carry (EDC) multitool designed for modern nomads.
It combines over 11 useful tools into a compact size. Ranger prepares you for unexpected
opportunities with its bottle opener, can opener, screw drivers, wire cutter and
3CR13 combo knife, and comes with utilities for various crafts such as pliers, a saw,
a wood/metal file etc.
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11 TOOLS IN A TWIST DESIGN :

Made of durable hardened martensitic stainless steel
- Regular Plier
- Needle-nose Plier
- Wire Cutter
- Cable Stripper
- Short Knife with Lock Blade
- Wood Saw with Lock Blade
- Philips Screwdriver
- Flat Head Screwdriver
- Bottle Opener
- Can Opener
- Carabiner

This makes Ranger be the only EDC gadget you need wherever you go!
Ranger is designed for ultimate durability and all components are made of
hardened martensitic stainless steel and are corrosion resistant.
Size: 105 x 45 x 19.7 mm

Logo Size: 45 x 15 mm

73
Packaging
Black paper box

Martensitic hardened
stainless steel foundation
Ultimate durability, strength and
corrosion resistance.
Belt pouch
Ranger comes with a belt
pouch for easy carry.

Trident Series

74 Offering
more than 12,000
bends during its
lifespan, the Trident
Ultra-Strong Reinforced
USB-A to Micro/Type C/
Lightning charging cable is a
superb solution for those looking
for a superior build.

6 x stronger
The ultra-strong reinforced
structure gives Trident
unparalleled strength and
durability. Its 12,000+ bend
lifespan makes it 6 x stronger
than standard charging
cables

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with
high precision laser.

Trident

Trident+

Trident 2

Trident 2+

The aluminum base and reinforced nylon
braided jacket give Trident its sophisticated
look and feel.
Trident: Size: 190 mm Logo Size: 20 x 10 mm
Trident+: Size: 1200 mm Logo Size: 24 x 10 mm

Stylish design
The aluminium base and reinforced nylon
braided jacket give Trident its sophisticated
look and feel.

One for all
USB-A to Micro/Lightning/
Type-C. With Trident you keep
all your Apple/Android devices
charged.
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Trident Pro

Trident Pro supports up to 60W PD super fast USB charging.
Offering more than 12,000 bends during its lifespan, the Trident PRO
Ultra-Strong Reinforced USB-A/Type-C to Type C/Lightning charging
cable is a superb solution for those looking for a superior build.

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the front
panel with epoxy doming

60W - PD Super Fast Charge
PD FAST CHARGING for: mobile phones,
tablets and laptops. Max. 20V3A PD 60W.

One for all
USB-A & USB Type-C to Lightning/Type-C.
With Trident PRO you keep all your Apple/
Android devices charged.

Trident Pro supports up to 60W fast charging power delivery. This will
make sure you are able to charge your phone or tablet at the fastest
speed possible. On top of that, you can even charge your Laptop.
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Size: 1000 mm

Logo Size: 10 X 10 mm

Integrated Phone Stand
When plugged and
charging your phone
it doubles as a phone
stand.

Packaging
Blister packaging with
product spec print

Stylish design
The aluminum base and
reinforced nylon braided
jacket give Trident Pro it’s
sophisticated look and feel.

6 x stronger
The ultra-strong reinforced
structure gives Trident 2+
unparalleled strength and
durability. Its 12,000+
bend lifespan makes it 6
x stronger than standard
charging cables
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Lumie

How to brand?
Your logo printed on the plastic clip
by screen/pad printing

Multifunctional
Outdoor light, reading light,
nightlight, emergency light, etc.

This cool gadget turns your phone’s camera flash into a bright lightbulb.
Most smartphone camera flashes are decent flashlights, but it’s
incredibly bright and can be a little harsh on the eyes. Lumie turns
your smartphone’s flash light into a comfortable, bright light bulb
functioning as: reading-light, nightlight, emergency light, camping
light etc.
The foldable silicon lamp design makes Lumie portable and can
be easily stored while you’re traveling. It’s easy to install on most
78 smartphones, and even easier to remove when you need to
take a call.
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Now that’s a bright idea!
Size: 73 x 39 x 23 mm

Logo Size: 20 x 30 mm

Sleek Fold Design
Stylish and thoughtful
designed. After use fold
Lumi completely flat for
easy storage.

Integrated keychain ring
loop
Easily attach Lumie to your
bag or keychain for use
when you need it.

Universal
The phone clip is designed
to be compatible with 99%
of current smartphones.

How to brand?
Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.

Adjustable viewing
Ball joint pivot system for the
best viewing angle.

Convenient
Universal compatibility with AC
vents. Simple installation and
ready to use immediately.

Aluminium finish
Precision engineered
aluminium finish
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Mounty

Packaging
Black craft carton box

Mounty is the an air-vent mount engineered of precision cut aluminium.
It holds and grips practically any device and uses the weight of your
smartphone to offer a secure grip.
Its premium and elegant design makes it blend in with any car interior in
style.
Simple to install, it just rests in one of your car’s AC vents. It is strong,
stable, adjustable and it works with phones of all sizes and shapes.
Product dimensions: 95 x 90 x 60 mm

Print Area: Ø 50 mm

Held by gravity
Use the weight of your phone to
secure your phone.

Safety
Hands-free operation and
securely mounted while in use.

How to brand?

Your logo engraved on
aluminium surface with high
precision laser.
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Ring

Liberate the way you use you smartphone!
Ring functions as a kickstand and allows you to comfortably hold your smartphone.
Use your smartphone in ways you would have never imagined.
Compatible with all smartphones. The special 3M adhesive offers a strong attachment to your smartphone or phone case.

Size: 30 x 30 mm
Logo Size: 16 x 16 mm

Kickstand
Watch your favourite movies.
Ring rotates 360 degrees &
swivels 180 degrees.

Secure grip
The ring allows you to
comfortably and naturally grip
your smart device and use it in
entirely new ways.
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Member of:

